
Solving Your Silicone Challenges
IS YOUR PLATINUM SILICONE MOLDER

DRESSED LIKE THIS?



WHY IS THAT IMPORTANT?
For many reasons, especially chain of custody. Where did your
silicone come from, who is handling it, how did they handle it,
and what environment was it produced in? When you buy from

FPP you know who made it, the environment it was produced in,
and the compound that we used to make it.

ENVIRONMENT
Our Platinum cured silicone is molded in an ISO-7 class 10,000

cleanroom. The environment is as critical as the compound
itself. Our cleanroom and operators are trained to keep your
platinum silicone gaskets as pure as the raw material as it

entered our building. All of our parts are made in New Jersey
and Texas.

OUR EXPERTS
Fluid Path Products employees are experts in designing and
producing products and tooling, as well as molding platinum
cured silicone. We have injection, transfer, and compression

technology under roof in both our Texas and New Jersey
locations. 

If you are purchasing platinum silicone gaskets from Fluid Path
Products, you are buying from the actual producer. Buy from the

producer, not the poser who claims to be a manufacturer.



What Types of Products do we
Produce at FPP?

 We have a very diverse product line at Fluid Path Products. In addition to a complete array of
sanitary gaskets, we produce Gauge Guards, O-rings, Screen gaskets, Orifice Plates, as well as

unique and special geometries. Customization is our specialty and we can make products that have
never been produced before.



How do we Innovate?
We can design a tool, produce a tool, and make a part in 2 to 3 weeks

time. This quick turnaround time means our clients are able to get their
factories up and running with minimal wait and loss of production. 


